
TASKS ON STRATEGIC CHANGE MANAGEMENT

That's where having a change management strategy will save you. It's best to assign the task of reengineering a specific
process to a team.

The change plan must reinforce the behaviours necessary to create the culture that delivers what the business
strategy requires for success. By mapping out connections and seeing who people talk to, you can complement
the formal org chart with one that enables you to lead outside the lines. There needs to be input at the early
stages from employees. A global publisher undertook a major initiative to become more digital, putting in
place far-reaching structural changes. The campaign main target was to deliver two things: a desire to make
better things through innovations and products so that people ill sa I a t to u that ; a d also a o it e t of the e ti e
Philips organization to continue to make things better and affect people s lives positively. Forming a powerful
guiding coalition team To guide the development, a group of leaders is needed with enough power to drive the
changes through. Social Factors Due to the fact that Philips is highly influenced by social and demographic
trends - variety of social changes, trends indicate that customers have moved towards better healthcare at
lower cost, consumer empowerment, the rise of emerging markets and the need for energy efficiency. It gives
employees a say in shaping their future. Managers operated in an overly layered system without much
accountability. The team consisted of members that was familiar with the old system model so he could help
others during the changeover to the new model. Page 14 Donia Adel â€” Strategic Change Management -
Philips Economic Factors These factors are the main point of concern for Philips, as they are most likely to
leverage costs, demand, profits and prices. Assessing training needs driven by the change, and planning when
and how this will be implemented. When employees who have endured real upheaval and put in significant
extra hours for an initiative that was announced with great fanfare see it simply fizzle out, cynicism sets in.
Rather, work must be done in advance to ensure that everyone agrees about the case for the change and the
particulars for implementing it. In the implementation phase, your strategies are turned into practical workable
tactics handed down to assigned teams. In doing so, you will effectively dismantle the inertia that holds people
back from changing. There was clear persistent to the change in fear that their failure will lead to losing their
job. Indeed, change is a cyclical process that always repeats itself. Thus the CRM helps to understand how the
customers think, feel and act thinking process and their reasoning while making purchase decisions o The
purchase decisions a e affe ted a fa to s like usto e s k o ledge a out the p odu t a d market, their budget, family
values, background, purchasing power of the customer, marketing influence on the usto e s, li ited k o ledge of
the usto e s, f ie ds a d fa il i fluence, impulsive decisions at the poi t of pu hase et. The team was delighted
when a strong group of contributors volunteered and put in the time required to design a robust development
program and start engaging associates. The predominant reasons cited include employee cynicism and
counterproductive management behavior, all resulting from either a lack of vision, poor understanding of the
need to change, or both. Copy paste approach rarely delivers required results for all business or organization
environment even within same industry. Change management is, therefore, a very broad field, and approaches
to managing change vary widely, from organization to organization and from project to project. Philips
commitment to energy efficient innovations puts it as one of the favorites with the global climate change,
rising energy costs and pressure to meet targets on CO2 reductions Legislative Factors Government policies
and legislations also directly impact the performance of Philips.


